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PATIENT
CAPITALISM
Harnessing the collective power
of family capital is not a new
concept. But One Thousand &
One Voices is adding a twist:
calling on families’ sector
expertise and intellectual
firepower to super-charge
emerging market SMEs. Just
don’t call it impact investing.
Nicholas Moody reports

F

or more than 20 years, McKay Belk,
in his role as president and chief

third-generation family business Belk,
has spent hundreds of hours every year
crisscrossing the globe with his team.
He travelled widely to source products from
across southeast Asia, China, India and Africa
to stock its 300 plus stores - Belk is the largest
privately-owned department store chain in
the US generating $4 billion (€3.0 billion) in
revenue in 2013.
living conditions,” says McKay of his visits to
emerging markets to visit suppliers. It was on
one of his visits to Africa around 2000 that he

a dynamic, US-educated local. “Over a number
of months we gave this particular factory some
orders for what was very basic merchandise.
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struck. The entrepreneur heading the
business died from a sudden heart attack,
to this void in strong leadership following
the tragedy, operational issues arose and
the business relationship ended. Belk
stopped sourcing the products from the
manufacturer. Regrettably, this opportunity
was lost. McKay says there were a number
of other underlying problems that also

It was just
marvellous to
visit that factory
and to see the
people employed
and jobs created
because of the
orders, and the
smiles on their
faces, and the
gratitude

Top: McKay Belk is enthused
about the patient capital model:
“There’s a whole generational
effect about using this family
capital in such a positive way”
Left: Belk stores were started in
1888 in North Carolina by McKay
Belk’s grandfather (bottom). Fast
forward to 2014 and it has more
than 300 stores across the US
southeast
Previous page: One Thousand
& One Voices launched in Cape
Town last year at the World
Economic Forum on Africa, its
South African office is in Sandton,
Gauteng

to prosper. Logistics was one reason: the
country is landlocked and so does not have
a port. This created supply chain challenges.
Although the company had problems, global
experience could have helped solve these
local issues.
Fast forward to today and McKay Belk is
now part of One Thousand & One Voices
— an organisation that is putting the
structures in place to ensure businesses

fourth-generation chief executive of ceramics
company CoorsTek and a member of the
Coors US brewing dynasty, is behind the
launch of the investment group, which is
targeting Africa and is backed up by 15 other
wealthy families. Founder of Pennsylvaniabased investment manager Brinker Capital
Charles Widger is another current member.
There is no membership fee if families join
and commit capital as an investor.
Launched May last year in Cape Town, One
Thousand & One Voices is looking to initially
invest $300 million in sub-Saharan Africa.
equity pie, estimated at about $20 billion in
funds under management, according to the
Association. Although it launched in Africa,
One Thousand & One Voices plans additional
funds for other emerging market regions
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And we brought in organisations that could
share operational excellence for global
competitiveness.” The contract had a
positive effect on the young company and
McKay was able to see the impact. “It was
just marvellous to visit that factory and to
see the people employed and jobs created
because of the orders, and the smiles on
their faces, and the gratitude.” Then two
years after Belk began sourcing products
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“One Thousand & One Voices was
established with the belief that the pathway
to economic freedom – real prosperity
for millions living in poverty – is through
values-based private investment grounded in
the time-tested principles of free enterprise,”
Coors declared at the launch.
with an eye on “patient capital” that will
emphasise long-term returns rather than
speculative short-term rewards. One
Thousand & One Voices said this approach
was designed to address the shortcomings
in traditional private equity and impact
investment funds prevalent today. It calls
the model “private family capital” and is
based on the idea that mobilising a group
with their capital, would “move the needle”,
according to its chief executive and president
to be investors with more than 15 already
committed as it seeks to grow towards
around 30.
Its membership is primarily US based at
present, with one African family involved,
and the intention is to build a global family
base. “Typical funds target families that can

One Thousand
& One Voices
was established
with the
belief that
the pathway
to economic
freedom – real
prosperity for
millions living
in poverty – is
through valuesbased private
investment
“We are putting in the intellectual and
relational experience in order to create more
sustainable jobs,” Belk says, emphasising
that the goal is to create prosperity on an ongoing basis.
The founding families see adding their

who brims with enthusiasm for his mission.

generational businesses as the critical
differentiator between One Thousand & One
Voices and similar private equity funds.

the families who really believe in what we
believe in? Who are the families representing
key geographies that are accretive to the
portfolio? Who are the families that are
industry leaders in key industries that could

how close to the $300 million target it is only
saying it is “substantially” close to the goal.
The group says its “patient capital”
approach is one part of its so-called “three
dimensional” investment concept. Rather
than just injecting their cash, the families
involved in One Thousand & One Voices are
responsible for leveraging their business
experience or intellectual capital, and their
“relational capital” – their connections and
contacts – on behalf of businesses they
invest in.
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“One family investing with us is involved in
one of the leading logistics businesses in the
world. A member of the family, or someone
with a portfolio company two or three times
a year in Africa. It may be a situation where
the former chief executive, or the head of
procurement, or the VP of sales or marketing
Top right: John Coors and his
wide Sharna are one of the
founding families behind One
Thousand & One Voices
Above: Logistics are one of
the key sectors where the
group feels it can add real
impact

Coors is already actively engaged in
understand more and share ideas. Belk is
set to add his expertise with consumer and
logistics/distribution companies shortly.
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100 companies. It has yet to invest in any
investment in 2014. Its investment thesis is
centred on consumer facing businesses, or
companies that are linked to the growing
consumer and middle class. Consumer,
logistics/distribution and agribusiness are
three particular areas of interest. Its sector
focus is 100% based on the expertise of its
families, so if one of its investor families is
the value it can add comes from the specialist
know-how its families can call on.

turned down families who were not the right

They are
looking for the
right partners
to take the
businesses
from a
successful but
small place
to building
something that
can be amazing

the membership is through family-to-family
introductions.
“This is a group where multiple
generations of the family can be
involved, and where families commit
more than money: families commit
intellectual capital. So we recruit
them in to be part of our movement,
not expecting them to just write a
cheque and disappear and expect a

One Thousand & One Voices is looking

will consider companies down to $2 million

Photography: Press Assicoation

“These are companies that have
business model. They are looking for the
right partners to take the businesses from
a successful but small place to building
emphasises.
One Thousand & One Voices is seeking
to invest in 10 to 20 companies in the next
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Top: One Thousand &
One Voices investment
thesis is centred on
consumer facing
businesses or
companies that
are linked to the
growing consumer
and middle class
Right: Chief
executive and
president
Hendrik Jordaan
aim is to finetune the private
equity model
with the unique
intellectual and
relational capital
of the world’s
leading families
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African Private
Equity Deal
Dashboard 2013
1. Total number of deals by
region

West Africa and East Africa
represented the largest number of
private equity and venture capital
deals in 2013. Number of deals: 98

it is headquartered, South Africa, the UK and

16 years of experience in the private equity
and mergers and acquisitions industry as a
former partner and global chair of the private
equity investments and buyout practice at
involved with One Thousand & One Voices
for a number of years. Its team of private
equity and investment specialists includes
Navaid Burney, a former director and head
of private equity for Africa at Standard Bank

West Africa
East Africa
Southern Africa

Central Africa
Multi-Region 1
North Africa

a partner at TPG Capital and a former cohead of global mergers and acquisitions at

2. Total number of deals by
country2

Key regional countries such as
Nigeria, Kenya and South Africa
saw the highest number of deals.
Outside of these key regional
hubs, countries such as Ghana,
Democratic Republic of Congo and
Rwanda attracted a significant
number of investments. Number
of deals: 98

choose Africa as its starting point is driven
by broadly positive socio-economic trends:
the spread of democracy, relatively low
levels of public debt compared with mature
markets, increasing education levels and a
growing working population.

Number of
deals
0
1-5
6-10
11-15

sub-Saharan Africa hit 4.7% in 2013 and is
forecast to rise to 5.2% in 2014 driven by
rising investment in natural resources and
infrastructure, the World Bank reported.
The bank predicts a further climb to 5.5%
in 2015.
Research by Goldman Sachs suggests that

Source: AVCA African Private Equity and Venture Capital Association

3. Total number of deals by
sector

Consumer-driven sectors
such as Financial Services and
Agribusiness saw the most activity
in 2013 accounting for 34%, a
trend which continued from 2012.
Number of deals: 98
13%
5%
5%

16%

6%
6%

7% 9%

Financial Services
Agribusiness
Technology
Retail
Logistics
Manufacturing

10%

Oil & Gas
Consumer Goods
Utilities - Power
Healthcare
Other

CONTINUING NEXT PAGE >>>
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in a developed world context. You are
mentoring them one step at a time,” warns
Kotecha.
Fusion has completed more than 270

returns, although its average non-performing
11 African economies will overtake Italy
and Canada and could potentially be as
large as France.
Nish Kotecha agrees that the Africa growth
story is a powerful one, but urges investors

18%

5%

Above: Nish Kotecha, managing director of Fusion Group,
focuses on the SME market in east Africa. He warns that
the biggest risk is valuation in Africa, “it’s incredibly easy
to overpay”; Fusion Group has completed more than 270
investments in east Africa including in Nairobi, Kenya

Kotecha is managing director of Fusion
Group which is an Africa-focused fund
manager specialising in private equity,
real estate and money markets that invests
economies of east and central Africa.
“Finding the right businesses and working
with them is very challenging, it is very hard

sits at 5%.
“We agree completely with the demographic
story. The aspiring consumers at the base of
the pyramid are not going to stop. All they
want to do in their lives is progress up the
income curve – that is an aspiration you can
invest in.
playing the base of the pyramid investment
opportunity. What is attractive about Africa is
by natural resources. The timing now is
excellent,” adds Kotecha.
However he warns that the biggest risk is
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have built wealth over many years, which is
patient capital, and make decisions and use
of capital for the long-term. Building family
wealth often takes 10, 15, 20 years,” Belk adds.

African Private
Equity Deal
Dashboard 2013
>>> CONTINUING FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

4. Deal values by size3
in the lives of the entities and the people that
are employed there over time,” says Belk,
although they do want it to make economic
expectations over multiple years. We think we
can accomplish both for multiple returns.”
Getting the next generation of family
members involved is another differentiator
from traditional private equity. One Thousand
The only way not to overpay is broaden
your universe of opportunities, work with
people with real presence on the ground.
an investment and feel good about it, but
through the numbers.”
For all its emphasis on “three-dimensional
investing”, the concept sounds to many as
a tweak on impact investing, although One

its locations that are reserved exclusively to
allow family and next generation members to
work in its premises. It was a big attraction to
Belk.
“My older kids, who are in their late 20s, got

taken my oldest son, who is 25, to Africa
previously and this echoes really well with the
Millennial generation.”
for authentic initiatives where capital is

The
Impact Investor Survey, a report released by

4%
11%
4%

them are looking for authentic initiatives
and experiences where people have the
opportunity to grow and better themselves
and their family,” Belk concludes.

53

US$ 3.2bn

$1,580m

28%

$1,060m

53%

Number
of deals

Total deal
value ($ m)

$155m
$310m
$100m

<US$ 10m
<US$ 10m - 49m
<US$ 50m - 99m
<US$ 100m - 499m
<US$ 500m+

a whole generational effect about using this

is adamant what it is doing is not impact
performance. “This is not philanthropy,
this not impact investment in the sense of

US$3.2 bn was invested in 53
African PE deals in 2013. 53% of
the PE Deals in 2013 had deal sizes
below US$10m, which accounted
for a total of US$100m. This
highlights the fact that PE in Africa
continues to be about investment
and growth in SMEs. Number of
deals: 53

5. Deal value by investment
stage3

83% of the deals in 2013 were
initial commitments accounting for
~US$2bn of investments, and the
US$1.035bn follow-on investment
in IHS Mauritius led by Emerging
Capital Partners contributed to the
relatively high deal values in 2013.
Number of deals: 53
US$ 3.2 bn

53

assertions about impact investing delivering
reduced returns. The survey of 125 of the
targeted competitive, market rate returns –
which rose to 60% among North American
respondents.
One Thousand & One Voices aims to hold
assets for much longer, on average, than
a typical private equity fund whose time
horizons are three to four years – although it
does not rule out short-term deployments.
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Number
of deals
Follow-on

Total deal
value ($ m)
Initial

Multi-Region: Represents where the
company operates across multiple
regions
2.
Based on location of portfolio
company headquarters
3.
Based on 53 deals with investment
data available
1.

geography, to agree collectively that they can
do more to build transformative companies
the right way.”
a powerful formula.

for Belk.
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$1,110

We think the way to do it, which is further
differentiation from certain types of impact
and other investment funds, is based on
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$2,090

